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An NPL ‘Electron Tree’, this fern-like structure
trapped inside a Perspex block is the result of
electrons rushing out through a break in the
base of the block.
Find out more at:
www.npl.co.uk/electrontree
where you can read all about them, and watch
a video of how they are made.

Welcome to the National Physical Laboratory
I am delighted that you are able to attend the first major Open Day in
our new building and hope that you enjoy visiting the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL). Since joining NPL as Managing Director in early 2009, I
have been amazed at the breadth and depth of the work we undertake and
the benefit we give to the UK. I hope you will be equally impressed.
We strive to deliver world-leading science that gives the highest
economic and social benefits. Our principal role remains as the UK’s
National Measurement Institute, ensuring consistency and traceability of
measurements both in the UK and for our customers throughout the world.
However, NPL is so much more than ‘just’ measurement. We are a National
Science & Technology Laboratory for Business and Innovation: building
on our core strengths of measurement, we are focusing on advanced
manufacturing and applied science (notably materials science, medical
physics and bio-science), sustainability (including the development of
renewables, carbon metrology and energy efficiency) and the digital world
(including data security).
You can find out more about the ways in which we are
improving accuracy of measurements and supporting UK
business, by visiting some of the laboratories on show
today or attending one of the presentations offered in
our lecture theatre.
This is a great opportunity for us to share with you in
celebrating the work that NPL scientists are involved
in, so come along and prepare to be amazed.

Dr Brian R Bowsher
Managing Director

About NPL
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) is the
UK’s National Measurement Institute and is a
world-leading centre of excellence in developing
and applying the most accurate measurement
standards, science and technology available.
For more than a century NPL has developed and
maintained the nation’s primary measurement
standards. These standards underpin an
infrastructure of traceability throughout the UK
and the world that ensures accuracy and
consistency of measurement.
NPL ensures that cutting edge measurement science
and technology have a positive impact in the real
world. NPL delivers world-leading solutions and
knowledge services that are critical to commercial
research and development, support business
success, and improve our quality of life.

www.npl.co.uk/about
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How NPL is run
NPL is Government OwnedContractor Operated (GOCO).
•T
 he UK government owns the
laboratory and intellectual
property it generates
•D
 ay-to-day, the laboratory is run
by NPL Management Limited,
a wholly owned subsidiary of
the Serco Group plc, on behalf
of The National Measurement
Office (NMO)

NMO provides NPL with
guaranteed funding to maintain
and disseminate current
measurement standards, conduct
research into new standards that
will support future UK needs
and to represent the UK in the
international measurement arena
www.nmo.bis.gov.uk

Serco undertake the management
and operations of national assets
delivering government-contracted
work of critical importance to the
UK economy and the quality of
our lives.
www.serco.com
NPL’s support services, including
building maintenance, cleaning,
catering and reception, are
provided by Amey plc.
www.amey.co.uk
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About your visit
This guide should provide you with all the
information you need to enjoy your visit.
As a working laboratory you will appreciate that
we are not able to open up all of our facilities.
Please also be aware that some areas of the
laboratory are undergoing renovation. Do not enter
any restricted areas for your own safety and with
respect to the science work being carried out.
There are no guided tours.
There are lifts behind the main reception in module
16 and also one between modules 12 and 13.
You are welcome to visit as many or as few of the
open laboratories as you like. It is a considerable
distance from one end of the building to another
so you will not manage to see everything. The
descriptions on the following pages will help you
decide which facilities to visit, depending on your
interests.
Exhibits & laboratories have been colour coded
into the following categories:

SI units of measurement
Energy & the Environment
IT & Communications
Health & Security
Engineering & Materials
Educational Outreach activities
The programme of lectures can be found on
page 19. These will all take place in the lecture
theatre, module 16, first floor.
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•D
 uring the day tea, coffee and
soft drinks are available in
module 16, first floor. The staff
restaurant in module 15, first
floor will be open to purchase
food from 10am until 2pm.
After 4pm tea, coffee and soft
drinks are available in the staff
restaurant module
• If you have any questions
please feel free to ask any of
our staff or visit the Information/
help point found in our main
reception - marked on the map

	Please note some of our
laboratories are not safe
for pacemakers.
	Please do not take any
food or drink away from
the serving areas.
	No photography or
filming permitted by
visitors. NPL staff will be
taking photographs for
internal publication only.

Twitter user?
Follow the day’s events with:
#nplopenday

Please see the
centrefold map
to help find your
way around
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Open Laboratories Guide
Smart Antenna Range
Module 1 Ground floor - (G1-L11)
An anechoic chamber designed for minimally invasive electric field measurements of
electrically small antennas in the wireless communications frequency bands, from 430
MHz to 40 GHz. Small antennas radiate in all directions so minimising reflections from
the antenna test supports is paramount. Reflections from a receiving coaxial cable can
also be eliminated by replacing it with an optical fibre, making use of RF electro-optic
technology.

Microwave Anechoic Chamber
Module 1 Ground floor - (G1-L16)
The NPL microwave anechoic chamber provides a low reflection environment for the
accurate characterisation of antennas up to 110 GHz. Precise antenna calibration is
essential for applications such as mobile phone network coverage, earth remote sensing,
radar and communications.

Biometrics Demonstration
Module 1 Ground floor - (G1-A2)
Biometric technologies measure a variety of anatomical, physiological and behavioural
characteristics, and use the measurements to distinguish between different people
and sometimes also to check that the image or signal presented is that of a real face,
fingerprint, iris, etc, rather than that of a fake. Our work encompasses developing
and improving methodologies for evaluating the performance of biometric systems,
conducting evaluations, and technical consultancy on biometric system performance for
Government and industry.

Josephson Effect
Module 1 Ground floor - (G1-L18)
Named after Brian Josephson FRS, who was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics for
his theoretical prediction, this effect has revolutionised electrical metrology. The effect
is realised in carefully fabricated electrical junctions consisting of a very thin insulating
layer between two superconducting materials. A very high frequency excitation, in the
GHz range, is used to scale the fundamental quantum parameter h/2e, known as the
flux quantum and of order 10^-15 Vs to everyday voltage levels used in instrumentation
and manufacturing. Electrical measurements all over the world are now related to this
fundamental quantity.
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Graphene;
A one atom thick new material based on carbon
Module 2 Ground floor - (G2-L4)
Graphene is newly discovered material which consists of a single atomic layer of
carbon atoms in a honeycomb structure. This new material is very special and has
many interesting properties which make it a possible candidate for future high-speed
electronics. At NPL we have studied these unusual properties under very extreme
conditions. (in a magnetic field of 15 Tesla = 150000 times stronger than the earth
magnetic field and at a temperature of 300 mK = 10 times colder than outer space!).

GRASS (Gonio Radiometric Spectrometer System)
Module 2 Ground floor – (G2-L12)
A field goniometer to support climate change studies. NPL is working in various research
areas to support accurate and traceable data for the Earth Observation community.
Available to view is our field goniometer, which is used to conduct spectrally resolved
multi-angular reflectance measurements of terrestrial targets to provide traceability for
satellite sensors. This instrument participated in CEOS (Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites www.ceos.org/) pilot comparison of techniques and instrumentation used for
the calibration of remote optical sensors over Land in August 2009, Turkey.

Magnetics
Module 2 First floor - F2-L6)
Characterisation of magnetic materials, instruments and sensors is carried out over
a wide range of parameters, for many different industry sectors, many of which
require individually tailored measurement solutions. Our current research involves the
development of a system that will allow us to characterise low noise magnetic sensors,
which requires our existing Earth’s field cancellation system to be improved to cancel the
ambient magnetic field to a level approaching 1 pT (0.000 000 000 001 T).

Saving £50 million
Careful planning was critical to the success of
third generation (3G) mobile phone networks. An
important novel feature of the networks was the use
of a new type of variable tilt antenna. The antenna
range at NPL delivered better information about how the antennas
would behave. Evaluations show that the calibration data improvements
supplied by NPL’s measurements could result in a 1% one-off saving in network capital
costs which equates to a saving of £50 million.
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Stabilised Lasers Laboratory
Module 3 Ground floor – (G3-L22)
Home of the metre. Visit the home of the lasers that are used as the UK primary standard
of length (the metre). Also hear how similar laser systems have been developed to help
with faster internet access and space-based atmospheric CO2 monitoring.

From Metal Metres to Laser Decametres
Module 3 Ground floor – (G3-L5)
The metre is one of the seven base units of the International System of units (SI). It has
evolved from a concept based on the size of the Earth, through the use of metal standard
bars of various shapes, through definitions based on spectral wavelengths, to its present
day realisation based on the speed of light. Practical standards based on the metre
have evolved too, resulting in the latest generations of laser interferometers as found in
laser trackers. This exhibit touches briefly on the history of the metre, but concentrates
on practical metrology performed today, using laser trackers, to measure objects up to
several decametres in size.

National FreeForm Centre
Module 3 Ground floor – (G3-L5) & First floor (F3-L8)
Live demonstrations of laser scanning and other optical techniques for high speed
measurement of FreeForm 3D surfaces such as car doors, turbine blades, whale bones,
human jaws /teeth, and all sorts of plastic and metal pressings. Captured ‘Point cloud’
data may be used to measure / inspect, or even reverse engineer the object.

Neutron Measurements
Module 3 Ground floor - (G3-LS1)
We have been studying aircrew exposure to cosmic rays for several years at NPL. Call
in at our stand to see a display of equipment and results illustrating this and our other
neutron work. Chat to an expert - get a live cosmic ray reading!
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The Wonder of Optical Technology
Module 3 First floor – (F3-L11)
Observe miniature optical components such as microlenses through a microscope and
discover their applications including moire magnifiers and 3D photography. See how
optical fibres are used for communications and learn how they are measured. Also, look
at a selection of 3D images, each displayed using a different technology.

Adaptive Optics & Wavefront Sensing
Module 3 First floor – (F3-L11)
Adaptive optic (AO) techniques were originally devised to improve astronomical images
from ground-based telescopes. We will demonstrate deformable mirrors and spatial light
modulators, explaining the key principles behind the technology and NPLs role in using
it to solve a variety of more down to earth problems.See how NPL have developed an
adaptive artificial eye to see how new lighting and display systems affect eyesight.

Building an artificial eye
Module 3 First floor – (F3-L11)
NPL has built an artificial eye that accurately mimics
the way human eyes view light. The eye will lead
to a better understanding of how new lighting
technologies and display systems such as projection
TVs and low energy lighting affect eyesight. The eye
will allow manufacturers of these products to test and, where necessary,
modify their products and so end the debate on the safety of these new light sources.
This will help ensure that innovation in this exciting area continues unhindered, and
will help ensure that the vision of future generations is safeguarded.

A clock more accurate than time itself
Module 4 Ground floor - (G4-L16)
NPL is part of a worldwide effort to develop the most
accurate clocks in the universe. It is hoped that within
10 years, optical clocks will be developed that are
so accurate that if they had started ticking at the
moment of the Big Bang over 13 billion years ago, they wouldn’t have lost a second
so far. Improvements in time measurement are essential to many areas of science
and technology. Televisions, mobile phones, the internet, sat-nav equipment etc.
are all dependent on accurate timekeeping. Fundamental physics will also benefit,
e.g. through better tests of Einstein’s general theory of relativity, and the search for
theories to unify gravity and quantum mechanics.
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Caesium Fountain
Module 4 Ground floor - (G4-L20)
The caesium fountain primary frequency standards are used to realise the SI definition of
the second. Currently NPL has one operational caesium fountain, which contributes to the
international timescale TAI and has participated in an international comparison of primary
frequency standards.

Optical Atomic Clocks
Module 4 Ground floor - (G4-L16)
The frequency standard that ‘ticks’ after each unit of time in an optical clock is laser
light referenced to an atomic transition. Optical frequency standards have already been
demonstrated to exceed the performance of the Caesium primary frequency standard, and
are being considered for a future redefinition of the second. At NPL we are developing
optical clocks based on ytterbium and strontium ions as well as neutral strontium atoms.

Femtosecond Combs
Module 4 Ground floor - (G4-L15)
NPL’s three femtosecond optical frequency combs are used to measure the frequency
of our optical atomic clocks relative to the caesium fountain primary standard and to
compare optical clocks operating at different frequencies. We are also investigating other
applications of femtosecond combs, such as low noise microwave synthesis, transmission
of ultrastable frequency references over optical fibre networks and spectroscopy.

The Time Scale Laboratory
Module 4 First floor - (F4-L22)
NPL operates the group of atomic clocks that form the national time scale, known
as UTC(NPL). The time scale laboratory is where we generate the time scale, which
is compared with other national time scales around the world and also provides the
reference for the MSF radio time signal and our other time services.

Rotatable Hotbox
Module 5 Ground floor - (G5-L1)
This state-of-the-art measurement facility was designed and built by NPL. It is used to
measure the overall heat transfer (U-value) through large building structures such as
walls, windows, roofs, floors and doors in the orientation in which they will be used.
Approximately 45% of the UK’s energy consumption goes on heating and cooling our
buildings and these measurements play an important role in ensuring that the building
regulations on energy use in buildings are complied with and that manufacturers can
both validate their claims and improve their products.
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Temperature
Module 5 Ground floor - (G5-L13)
Accurate temperature measurements are important in thousands of industrial, medical
and scientific applications. Come and see how the measurements are made, how we
make sure they are correct, and learn about the most accurate thermometer ever made.
See our computer-controlled flame and view yourself in a new light through our infra-red
thermal imager.

CSAR (Cryogenic Solar Absolute Radiometer)
Module 5 First floor - (F5-L19)
The Sun is the driving force of the Earth’s climate. NPL is developing a new standard
for the measurement of Solar Irradiance. The instrument is designed to improve our
knowledge of incoming as well as reflected radiation – leading to significantly more
accurate climate models.

Energy Efficient Lighting
Module 5 First floor - (F5-L26)
Lighting can change our world. New lighting technology could halve the electricity used
for lighting, but will only be adopted if these claims can be supported. NPL is supporting
new energy efficient lighting technologies by providing unique measurement facilities in
order to measure the quantity and quality of light. By setting the standards NPL enables
new lighting manufacturers to deliver better lighting through better measurement.

The new & improved kelvin
Module 5 Ground floor – (G5-L13)
One of the most exciting scientific endeavours NPL is involved
in is the experiment to re-determine the Boltzmann constant.
This will, in turn, contribute to a Europe-wide project that will
feed into a re-definition of the standard unit of temperature the kelvin. What is amazing about this is that it seeks to define
absolute temperature anywhere from –100 °C to 1,000 °C
using one method, which is currently impossible. Although
this is a temperature experiment, scientists from all over NPL
are lending expertise – including Time, Acoustics, Mass, and
Length. By working together like this NPL have achieved state-ofthe-art measurement uncertainties of the mass and size of the artefact (pictured) used
in the experiment. If successful, the impact of this work will be huge – it will lead to
greater accuracy in temperature measurement, which is great news for a number of
industries including manufacturing, food processing, and medical.
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Force Machines
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Force Machines
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(G7 - L18)

Stabilised Lasers
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Surface & Nanoanalysis
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Femtosecond Combs
(G4 - L15)
Optical Atomic Clocks
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(G4 - L20)
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(G5 - L13)
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Rotatable Hotbox
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(G10 - L14)
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First floor
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Engineering Design
(F12 - CS7)
History of Computing
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Magnetics
(F2 - L6)
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National Freeform Centre
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Adaptive Optics
& The Wonder of
Optical Technology
(F3 - L11)
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(F8 - L5)
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(F4 - L22)
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(F5 - L19)

Nano & Multifunctional
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Energy Efficient Lighting
(F5 - L26)

Lift

Tea & coffee points

(Food available to purchase
from 10am - 2pm)
Underwater Acoustics
(F10 - L12)

Lecture theatre

Force Machines
Module 7 Ground floor - (G7-L9) & (G7-20)
The measurement of force is vital in many industrial applications, such as the
determination of aero-engine thrust, the verification of materials testing machines,
and the weighing of large structures. NPL is home to a set of seven machines that
generate a wide range of accurately-known forces to calibrate transducers in tension and
compression - come and see these machines and find out how they are used to guarantee
traceable industrial force measurements.

The National Standard Kilogram
Module 7 Ground floor - (G7-L18)
The unit of mass, the kilogram, is one of the seven base units of the International
System of units (SI). It is the last remaining base unit to be defined by an artefact - the
International Prototype Kilogram. NPL has the role of looking after the UK’s copy of the
Kilogram and here you can see how it is stored and cleaned. Have your weight measured
and certified traceable to the national standard.

Surface and Nanoanalysis
Module 8 Ground floor - (G8-L3)
NPL’s internationally leading research is key to characterising atoms and molecules at
surfaces and interfaces with nanoscale resolution. This research has major impact on
the innovation and manufacture of advanced technologies such as nanotechnologies,
medical devices, drug delivery and the next generation of organic electronic displays. We
will showcase our state-of-the-art instrumentation and highlight the scientific frontiers.

Airborne Nanoparticle Measurement
Module 8 Ground floor - (G8-L3)
Airborne nanoparticles are an important constituent of air pollution. We will demonstrate
a range of instruments for measuring the size and concentration of them, which is
used for understanding the air we breathe, and research into the vehicle and aviation
emissions. Such measurements are important for understanding the effect of air pollution
on our health and the environment.

Fuel Cell Technology
Module 8 First floor - (F8-L5)
Fuel Cell Technology is an emerging alternative energy source. NPL is helping UK
industry to stay at the forefront of this emerging sector by providing solutions to
measurement issues hampering the development of more efficient and cost-effective fuel
cells. Find out more about this technology and see our demonstration of a model fuel cell
car and hydrogen refuelling station.
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Nanotechnology and Multifunctional Materials
Module 9 First floor - (F9-L15)
Nanotechnology – have you ever wondered what it is, how it works, why it is good and
how big it is? NPL carries out research into multifunctional materials that are used in
everything from gas igniters, diesel fuel injection to ultrasound and sonar. Find out about
the future of electronic displays using organic electronics.

Composites Materials
Module 9 Ground floor - (G9-L5) & (G9-L15)
Composites research at NPL is primarily aimed at increasing confidence in the use
of these materials by industry. High performance composites are making significant
contributions in light weighting, in aerospace and in wind energy applications. Find out
more about this area of work and see our multiaxial test facility.

Structural Health Monitoring
Module 9 Ground floor - (G9-L15)
NPL is increasingly being challenged to make its measurements outside the normal
laboratory environment in more industrially relevant environments. We will show how
digital image correlation can be used to measure the strain in such diverse things as
foodstuffs to buildings. We will also talk about the development of the largest specimen
ever at NPL, a 20 metre long footbridge, and how we plan to use this to promote
structural health monitoring in the UK.

The world’s fastest car
In 2011, a project called Bloodhound SSC will
attempt to break the land speed world record in
a supersonic car that NPL helped design. NPL
advised on the design of the wheels, which will
need to rotate at 10 500 rpm to reach over 1000
mph. NPL’s materials experts provided guidance on
what materials they should build the wheels from, how high speeds would affect these
materials, and how they should be produced. NPL also helped develop a modelling
tool to understand Bloodhound’s hybrid combustion process and to simulate the
internal motor ballistics. Richard Noble, Project Director of the Bloodhound Project
said “I would like to thank NPL for undertaking this work which has underpinned the
early research for Bloodhound SSC and given us the confidence to proceed. With the
help of experts like these we are sure that our world record attempt can be a success,
and inspire the next generation of scientists and engineers in the UK.”
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Medical Ultrasound
Module 10 Ground floor - (G10-L1)
See the latest development in ways of measuring the acoustic energy generated by
medical ultrasonic equipment. Exhibits will feature new methods developed at NPL of
measuring ultrasonic power at diagnostic and therapeutic levels, of visualising acoustic
fields and monitoring acoustic cavitation (the formation of bubbles or voids in materials).

Noise Mapping & Acoustic Chambers
Module 10 Ground floor - (G10-L9) & (G10-L14)
Exhibits include a real-time spectrogram (for visualising sound), a display of the MEMS
microphone and noise mapping technology we are currently developing, and guided
tours of the reverberation room and hemi-anechoic chamber.

Underwater Acoustic Noise and its Effect
on the Marine Environment
Module 10 First floor - (F10-L12)
This is an opportunity to see NPL’s large acoustic test tank, which is 5 m deep, and to
hear about some of our latest work on the measurement of man-made underwater noise
for assessing the impact on marine mammals and fish.

Bursting bubbles
Module 10 Ground floor - (G10-L1)
The NPL CaviMeter™ is the world’s first instrument
capable of measuring localised ultrasonic cavitation
(the implosion of bubbles in a liquid when a high
frequency sound wave is applied), and will transform
the way hospitals clean medical instruments prior to surgery by
providing a new measurement capability. The CaviMeter™ was designed in response
to a longstanding user need, and the novel spatially-sensitive cavitation sensor it
uses was conceived and developed at NPL. Production prototypes are being trialled,
and a variety of exploitation routes are under consideration, including licensing the
measurement technology to third parties. The NPL CaviMeter™ recently won the
Ultrasonic Industry Association (UIA) Outstanding Product Award.
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Engineering Services
Module 12 Ground floor (G12) & First floor (F12-CS7)
Much of the equipment used by NPL scientists is designed and made at NPL in the
engineering workshops, come and see examples of the work carried out and how parts
are designed and made.

History of Computing at NPL
Module 12 First floor (F12-CS1)
A selection of photographs and artefacts will show you the role NPL has played in the
history of modern computing.

NPL Training
For more information, please visit the NPL Training exhibition stand in
Reception (Module 16) or find us online at www.npl.co.uk/training.
NPL has developed a Training Framework to address measurement skills issues faced
by industry. Courses range from 1 day to 16 weeks and can be accredited as nationally
recognised qualifications from foundation level upwards. The NPL Training Framework is
validated by the National Skills Academy for Manufacturing (NSA-M) and accredited by
EAL (EMTA Awards Ltd).

NPL’s new Measurement Network
Module 16, First floor - tea & coffee point
The Network is free to join and is for anyone with an interest in measurement. It aims to
facilitate the sharing of measurement knowledge between NPL scientists and members
of the network and to provide a forum for the exchange of information and advice
between members and other measurement experts. Come and sign up for NPL’s new
Measurement Network while you have a well earned drink.
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Come and experience one of our most popular
educational outreach activities
Laser Height Gauge
Find us in module 16 reception
The NPL laser height gauge uses a laser with a wavelength of 633 nanometres and a
device called an interferometer to measure your height. Come and be measured.

Take the challenge of the dolls of confusion
Find us in module 16 reception
Come and see how human perception is influenced by expectations.

Liquid nitrogen
Module 15 First floor, tea & coffee point
Learn how to make ice-cream with liquid nitrogen. Demonstrations from 4pm.
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Lecture Programme
First floor, Module 16 lecture theatre

Open Day
Time

Speaker

Subject

11:00

Dr Felicia Green

Ambient Mass Spectrometry: The
future for instant chemical analysis

Dr Alex Knight

Nature’s Nanomachines:
Understanding Biological
Molecules Through Single Molecule
Measurements

Dr Gianluca Memoli

Soundscapes and action plans: the
need for a new metrology of noise
perception

Dr JT Janssen

Graphene: A new exciting material
based on Carbon

13:00

Dr Martyn Sene &
Fiona Auty

Be Amazed: NPL’s achievements past
and present

14:00

Dr Stuart Davidson

The redefinition of the kilogram - what,
why, how and when?

Dr Michael de Podesta

How do you really know what the
temperature is?

Dr Andrew Lewis

A short (!) history of the metre and
length standards

Dr Patrick Gill

Time and frequency using
atomic clocks

12:00

15:00

Open Evening
Time

Speaker

Subject

17:00

Dr Michael de Podesta

Protons for breakfast taster

Dr Gianluca Memoli

Science of bubbles

18:00

Dr Martyn Sene &
Fiona Auty

Be Amazed: NPL’s achievements past
and present

19:00

Dr Michael de Podesta

Protons for breakfast taster

Dr Gianluca Memoli

Science of bubbles
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History of NPL
The National Physical Laboratory was established in Bushy House in 1900.
The laboratory grew over the years until by the last decade of the 20th
century it occupied almost 50 buildings, most of which were unsuitable for
a scientific establishment going into the 21st century. The new laboratory
complex replaced all but 4 of these buildings and NPL is now housed in
facilities that are amongst the world’s most extensive and sophisticated for
measurement science.

orator y was formally
The National Physical Lab
by the Prince of Wales
2
190
opened on 19 March

NPL began testin
g ta
(taximeters bein ximeters in 1907
g tested in the 19
40s pictured)

1950 – A pilot model of the Aut
omatic Computing
Engine (Pilot ACE) designed and
built at NPL
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eter testing

Late 1920s – thermom

1955 – First accurate caes
ium atomic clock

t ship tank was completed
1910 – Building of the firs

Mobile acoust
ic

al laboratory

launched in 19

47

Find out more about the early days of NPL by visiting:
www.npl.co.uk/educate-explore/history-of-npl
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Fire
On discovery of a fire, sound the alarm by breaking the nearest call point.
There is a voice evacuation message. Leave the building immediately and
report to the assembly point indicated on the fire action notice situated
adjacent to the call point.
Do not attempt to fight any fire unless you have been trained to do so.

Evacuation
Should the need arise to evacuate a building or module during your visit, a
continuous voice message will be heard.
The following actions must then be taken:
• Report immediately to the assembly area for that building or module.
• Don’t linger to collect personal belongings.
• Don’t use lifts.
• Please clear the area for the emergency services.
• Obey any instructions given by NPL staff, fire officers or members of the
incident response team.

First aid
For any medical emergency, assistance can be summoned by
dialling 3333 on any internal telephone. Medical welfare facilites are
available to all visitors if required.

Smoking
 moking is not permitted in any building or the service roads between the
S
modules. Smoking areas are located:
 utside on the west side of module 9, east side of module 3 and east side
O
of module 16.

Pacemakers
Please note some of our labs are not safe for pacemakers.

CCTV
Please note that certain areas of the site are covered by CCTV cameras.
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Safety signs
Around NPL visitors will encounter a great many safety signs; for your own
safety it is important that you understand their meaning and significance.

Prohibitive

Mandatory

Safe condition

Hazard warning

Information

Red on a white
background

White on a blue
background

White on a green
background

Black on a yellow
background

Black on a white
background

Example depicted:

Example depicted:

Example depicted:

Example depicted:

Example depicted:

‘No unauthorised
persons’

‘Eye protection
must be worn’

‘First Aid point’

‘Laser hazard’

‘Litter bin
provided’

:
in
ed
st
re
te
in
e
b
t
h
ig
m
u
o
y
Events
Bushy House Gardens
Open Garden Squares Weekend

Saturday 12 June (10am - 5pm)
Weekend ticket £9 (or in advance £7.50) Single Entry £3
Ticket hotline 020 8347 3230 For further information: www.opensquares.org

Water Rocket Challenge 2010
Watch the Teddington sky filled with water rockets

Wednesday 23 June 2010

www.npl.co.uk/waterrockets

Protons for breakfast
Making sense of science in a complex world

A 6-week course for people interested in science and its impact on our lives

www.protonsforbreakfast.org

Contact us
We help all UK industry, research
organisations, institutions and
government departments to use
our knowledge to support their
business. Working with NPL opens
the door to hundreds of scientists
and world-class facilities.
NPL provides a range of services to
solve your problems by applying
measurement advice to enhance
and complement your skill base.
NPL experts give up to two hours
of free advice and have many guides
and dissemination events available.

National Physical Laboratory
Hampton Road
Teddington
Middlesex
United Kingdom
TW11 0LW

Tel: 020 8977 3222
www.npl.co.uk/contact

NPL is accredited by UKAS as a calibration laboratory
No. 0478 and testing laboratory No. 0002 to
ISO17025:2005 and as a reference material producer
No. 4002 to ISO Guide 34:2000.
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